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INT. BLOSSOM BAR - DAY 

MARY ANN; tattooed, glasses, Hawaiian shirt, blonde hair with 
a hibiscus tucked behind her ear pours rum in a metal 
measuring cup. 

MARY ANN
We wish you could be here with us. 

Mary Ann pours the contents of the cup into a beautifully 
garnished tiki glass. 

MARY ANN (CONT’D)
But while you can’t be here, why 
don’t you take here home. 

Camera pans out slightly to reveal the corer of the bar top 
covered in bottles pre made Craft Blossom Bar Mixers and tiki 
mugs and glasses.

Mary Ann grabs a Mixer bottle, opens it and pours the 
contents into the tiki glass.  

Mary Ann takes a sip, smiles, grabs a bottle of the Blossom 
mixer and slides it across the bar out of frame. 

EXT. HOME PATIO BAR - DAY 

SKIP; a stout man mid twenties wearing sunglasses, Hawaiian 
shirt and captain’s hat on catches a bottle of Blossom Mixer 
that slides across the bar into frame. 

Pan out to reveal the wooden homemade bar complete with a 
bamboo front, tiki lights, inflatable palm trees and hand 
drawn tiki masks. 

GILL; a thin mid twenties man in a matching Hawaiian shirt 
pours rum into two pineapple shaped tiki mugs. 

Skip cracks open the Blossom Mixer bottle and pours some in 
each pineapple tiki mug. 

EXT. BACKYARD - NIGHT

Gill and Skip sit with their feet up in front of a fire bit, 
toast their pineapples and take a sip. 

SUPER: Blossom Mixers available in six different flavors at 
Blossom Bar, 295 Washington st. Brookline, MA 02446 along 
with all your cocktail needs; Ice, garnish kits, straws, 
swizzle sticks, tiki mugs and glasses. 



Blossom Mixers are also available at local retailers, check 
Blossombarbrookline.com for details. 
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